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Model
• Inuse Set (IS): An inuse set for a phase of duration θi is the subset of all distinct memory 

lines that are accessed in one phase.

• Reuse Set (RS): The Reuse Set for a time window T is the subset of Inuse Set that is 
accessed more than once in the phase.

• Effective Reuse Set Size (ERSS): The Effective Reuse Set Size is the minimum size of memory 
resources that need to be assigned to the program in that phase for it to not exhibit thrashing 
behavior. 

L2 cache associativity based partitioning

Characterization (tools implemented)

The cache can be partitioned for an application if 
all the pages allocated to it are only  touching 
some specific sets (for cache associativity).

The index portion of the address selects the set

Probe based cache partitioning

Partitioning using a probe program that 
consumes a specific amount of cache. The only 
requirement for this probe is that it needs to 
access L2 lines faster than any other program. 
This can be achieved by using touch lines 
prefetching (TCB instruction on POWER6.)

Memory tracing on POWER6

• Linux kernel patch that instruments the Performance 
Monitoring (PM) counter overflow interruptions and 
dumps the  address of the load/store instructions 
from the SDAR. The PM is configured by the perf 
program.
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Each node represents a phase. The 
parent-child relationship means that a 
phase includes a smaller phase.

This was definitely a great trip. From one side, I had the pleasure to work with the same team and mentor, Akshat V., at IRL.
And from the other side, I was able to visit one of the most interesting countries in the world for the second time. You can't 

get bored in India, and there is no way one can really get to know India in a couple of months.
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